CASE STUDY METHODS FOR DEVELOPMENT EVALUATION

Linda Morra Imas & Ray Rist

Week 4: Session III Monday, June 30 – Tuesday, July 1, 2014

AGENDA

Monday

9:00 – 10:30  Introductions
Review of objectives and workshop agenda
Participants’ case study experiences
Defining the case study
Types of case studies
Exercise: Would you use case study? (Tab 1: Handout)

Break


11:30 – 12:30  Designing the case study evaluation
Designing the sample—single or multiple
Multi-site and embedded case studies
Generalizing from case studies
Case Study Examples (Tab 2: Multiple Handouts)

Lunch

2:00 – 3:30  Data collection methods (Tab 3: Handout)
Training data collectors and the case study protocol (Tab 4: Handout)
Review of Completed Field Observation DCI (Tab 5: Handout)
Exercise: Field Observation assignment I (Tab 6: Handout)
Discussion

Break

3:45 – 5:30  Data analysis and the case study
Drawing Inferences exercise (Tab 7: Completed Observation Memo; Tab 8: Form)
Making interpretations

Homework assignment
Tuesday

9:00 – 10:30  Discussion  
Content analysis (Tab 9: Handouts)

Break

10:30 – 12:30  Computer Lab—using content analysis software

Lunch

2:00 – 3:30  Presenting case study findings  
Writing the teaching case (Tab 10: Handout)

Break

3:45 – 5:30  Country and sector case studies  
The good case study  
Wrap-up and evaluation

WORKSHOP TEXTBOOKS


RECOMMENDED


[www.amazon.com](http://www.amazon.com)